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Marietta Davis fell into a trance at age twenty-five that lasted nine days. She experienced a vision
that made her a legend. When she finally regained consciousness she described with extraordinary
graphic detail scenes of how angels had conducted her spirit to heaven and hell. Marietta made it
clear that her vision was given for her to tell the world so people could prepare for the afterlife. This
book is an attempt to recapture the original story in a new modern English text. Supporting
testimonials of the original publisher, family, and others appear close to their original form at the end
of the book.

Dennis Prince was saved in his last year of university. He trained as a civil engineer and lectured in
that discipline for about ten years. He has been a pastor in a charismatic church for twenty-seven
years. He and his wife, Nolene, have been publishing praise and worship resources in Australia
since 1981 (www.resource.com.au). These resources are used widely by all denominations. Dennis
and Nolene have three married children and three grandchildren.

This book is so encouraging for anyone who has lost a loved one. And especially for anyone who
has lost a baby. I ordered this while looking for Rebecca Springer's book, "My Dream of Heaven".
These two books are both must reads for anyone who really wants to know what heaven is like with
detailed descriptions that are uplifting and stunning! These are both page turners and I hope many
of you will buy copies for yourself and your friends who will want to read these two books for



themselves! Enjoy and spread the "Good News" to others!

This is a very interesting book! Dennis Prince has rewritten this book from the original book of
Marietta Davis's CAUGHT UP INTO HEAVEN, into a book with easier language that we can better
understand, for our time that we live in today, without changing Marietta's story! Dennis with the help
of his wife, did a outstanding job! This book is very special to Dennis Prince and his wife Nolene,
because of a very sad event, that happen in their life.

This is a very detailed account of what happened to her during those nine days, she saw HEAVEN,
and HELL. She also gives a detailed account on what happens to BABIES, in heaven. I believe that
there are different levels or sections, that are in heaven and hell, and that Marietta was shown some
of them. You would not believe all the wonderful things she saw in heaven, and the sorrows she saw
in hell.

The writing in this book has been adapted for the modern reader but it still retains the "voice" of the
original author. The descriptions of heaven and hell are extremely detailed and precise. The author's
emotions also seem honest and real. The descriptions of heaven seem to mainly focus on the
places where babies go when they die prematurely. The descriptions of hell focus mainly on places
where there are illusions. Like water is actually molten lead and fruit from trees burn you if you try to
taste them. It seems like the author only visited one part of hell and for a very brief time.

What is somewhat suspect about this book is the use of bible verses to the extent that the book
feels more like a sermon than a revelation of experience. While I have no objection to biblical verses
they may lead some to conclude that the book was written more to save the soul than to document
an out-of-body experience.

How did the author remember detailed conversations with guides in heaven? She must have had
quite a memory because the conversations are highly detailed. Unlike other accounts, Mariette
Davis actually meets God. Most experiences tell of meeting Jesus or a being of light so most don't
seem sure they have met God and God seems to be in a part of heaven where you are not allowed
to go unless you are really dead. So that was different.

I loved this book! I have read several books on the subject on heaven and hell, and near death
experiences, but this book went into more details than I had ever read before. It opened my eyes
more to what awaits every believer in Christ on the other side (in Heaven), and the fact that God
intends this place of eternal bliss to everyone who believes in His Son. It speaks of heaven, but
there is also an account where the author briefly went to hell to see the other side of the coin (so to
speak). I can personally say that I have been tremendously blessed after reading this book.
Passages I have read in the bible on the subject are now much clearer to me. Best of all, my walk in
Christ has been tremendously strengthened and encouraged after reading this book. I
wholeheartedly recommend it to everyone, especially those who want to know if there is life after
death; what awaits believers and non-believers in Christ on the other side; and the great importance
that God places on getting people saved. One final point: there is a scripture (Luke 16:19-31) about
a rich man who died and went to hell and in great torture and sorrow, begged to have someone from
the grave go back and warn his loved ones about the terror and torture of that place, and the need
to avoid it. Well, this book is it: God's warning to the world, except that it focuses not on the place to
avoid (hell), but the place everyone can go to if they accept and believe in Jesus Christ (heaven).
Read it, enjoy it, but most of all, change! God bless you.

Nine Days in Heaven relates the vision of twenty-five-year-old Marietta Davis more than 150 years
ago, where she was shown the beauties of heaven and the horrors of hell. Told in modern language,
the book contains poignant quotes from the original vision, as well as biblical teaching points and
testimonials from individuals whose lives have been impacted with this vision d...more Nine Days in
Heaven relates the vision of twenty-five-year-old Marietta Davis more than 150 years ago, where
she was shown the beauties of heaven and the horrors of hell. Told in modern language, the book
contains poignant quotes from the original vision, as well as biblical teaching points and testimonials
from individuals whose lives have been impacted with this vision during the past 150 years. Pull-out



quotes from the original vision are included, as are short testimonials from readers whose lives have
been impacted by this vision. Teaching points and biblical comments appear throughout the
chapters.(less)

I have to admit a real bias against such books at the outset. Anyone who starts trying to describe
heaven and hell in concrete terms loses credibility right for me because humans have no real frame
of reference by which to attempt it, neither imagination, nor experience nor even the bible itself,
which is actually pretty sparing with actual descriptions of the afterlife. And those who claim they do
have experience always describe a world that is entirely...more Read for a friend who wanted my
comments.

I was impressed by some of it. The language and writing is colorful, the author's view of the heaven
and hell is not always so stereotypical. I like what it says about what separation from God might
metaphorically feel like and what actually causes suffering there. Also I liked the description of how
painful heaven and pure goodness would be to us who, being filled with evil, would suffer miserably
in its presence without radical change.

But for the most part the book reflects another failed attempt to describe what cannot be adequately
described by and to finite and fallen human minds. I think that's why the writers of the biblical
apocalyptic documents never tried to describe heaven and hell in concrete terms but in metaphorical
terms.(less)

Nine Days in Heaven by Dennis & Nolene Prince is the classic story of Marietta Davis' vision of
Heaven updated with contemporary language for today's readers. In 1848 a twenty-five-year old
woman named Marietta Davis lapsed into a coma or trance. Her family worried and prayed over her
body for nine days, while doctors tried to determine the cause of her illness. When she awoke,
Marietta spoke of a vision she had been given by God of Heaven and Hell for those here on earth,
as well as for the...more Nine Days in Heaven by Dennis & Nolene Prince is the classic story of
Marietta Davis' vision of Heaven updated with contemporary language for today's readers. In 1848 a
twenty-five-year old woman named Marietta Davis lapsed into a coma or trance. Her family worried
and prayed over her body for nine days, while doctors tried to determine the cause of her illness.
When she awoke, Marietta spoke of a vision she had been given by God of Heaven and Hell for
those here on earth, as well as for the woman herself. Her family had recently come to faith in the
Lord, but she had had questions and doubts. Her journey erased those doubts for her, and she died
seven months later in exactly the time and manner she had predicted after her trance. Her story was
written down by John Loughran Scott and became well-known, but in time it lost its popularity
because it was written in the flowery language of the day which by the twentieth century has
become quite impenetrable. When the Princes lost two infants in less than seventeen months, a
friend gave them a copy of the original book and it gave them great comfort. Dennis determined to
update this powerful testimony for modern readers. This book is his labor of love. Marietta is
whisked away first to the lower realms of Heaven, then down to Hell, then back up to Heaven where
she witnesses how infants are raised in the Holy City. She is moved to tears several times by the
depth of her own sinful nature, and she comes to understand the wisdom of God's decision to
separate his children from those who refuse to follow him. Prince supports each chapter with several
verses from Scripture giving added depth and meaning to Marietta's vision. The school for infants
will offer comfort for anyone who has lost a child too soon. There is a great deal of wisdom here for
readers who are familiar with the Bible and those not so familiar. Her description of Hell isn't that of
pop culture with flames and demons with pitchforks; it is frighteningly believable and real. Pop
culture's hell is easily parodied and ignored. Marietta's refuses to be denied and will create an
indelible image in readers' minds. I would have liked to have read more about Heaven itself and less
of the trial between Justine and Mercy, but I was still very moved by Marietta's vision. The Princes
have given Christian readers a great gift in updating this classic for today's readers.(less)

In 1848, Marietta Davis had a vision where she was taken to heaven. She was in a coma for nine
days and when she woke up, she told what all she saw. She was taken to where small children are
taught the things of God. â€œReal-to-life scenes are presented to the infants to teach them about
past events or to illustrate important principles.â€• She watched as they saw Jesus birth, crucifixion



and resurrection. Upon first arriving in heaven, Marietta meets a little boy. Sheâ€™s able to see his
parents on e...more In 1848, Marietta Davis had a vision where she was taken to heaven. She was
in a coma for nine days and when she woke up, she told what all she saw. She was taken to where
small children are taught the things of God. â€œReal-to-life scenes are presented to the infants to
teach them about past events or to illustrate important principles.â€• She watched as they saw
Jesus birth, crucifixion and resurrection. Upon first arriving in heaven, Marietta meets a little boy.
Sheâ€™s able to see his parents on earth, grieving for him. The boy asks her to give his parents a
message when she goes back: â€œâ€¦tell them we are happy here. Tell them we have no sorrow.
We are always with our guardians, and we love everyone â€“ and Jesus our Redeemer above all.
Tell them we are waiting patiently for their arrival here...â€• Before coming back to earth, Marietta
met Jesus. He told her to tell what she experienced and that sheâ€™d soon be backâ€¦and
wouldnâ€™t have to leave.

This book was very insightful. Heaven is something thatâ€™s hard for me to comprehend so to read
of someone who had a vision makes it seem slightly more real for me. I had never thought about
children needing to be educated on the things of God. I think this book could be a good starting
place on understanding heaven.

This book is an update of an original called Scenes Beyond the Grave, which recounts the trance of
Marietta Davis in 1848. The story was left intact, but the authors updated the language, making it
easier to read. They succeeded in this, and the story was r...more From back cover: Nine Days in
Heaven brings the story of Marietta Davis to a new generation of readers. The nineteenth-century
language of the original has been updated for readability, but the detailed portrayal of her vision
remains intact.

Deep, provoking one's spirit about the truths of heaven as revealed by Marietta Davis, a young
woman granted a visit to heaven and also the dark places. I learned so much about heaven through
this glimpse she has given to us here on earth! This book would be especially good for someone to
read that has lost an infant or had a miscarriage as there is much devoted to how the babies are
cared for by the angels in heaven. They are loved and adored so tenderly and taught all about the
redeeming love...more Deep, provoking one's spirit about the truths of heaven as revealed by
Marietta Davis, a young woman granted a visit to heaven and also the dark places. I learned so
much about heaven through this glimpse she has given to us here on earth! This book would be
especially good for someone to read that has lost an infant or had a miscarriage as there is much
devoted to how the babies are cared for by the angels in heaven. They are loved and adored so
tenderly and taught all about the redeeming love of Christ for mankind!(less)

Nine Days in Heaven, is a true story account of what Marietta Davis saw while she was in a coma.
She was shown heaven and hell, and was given a second chance at life. This actually took place in
1848, but these authors updated some of the language to more modern terms, so that today's
generations could better understand it. I love that at the end of every chapter, there are Bible
references to back up the vision, Marietta says she had. This account brings great hope to all
Christians, and, possi...more Nine Days in Heaven, is a true story account of what Marietta Davis
saw while she was in a coma. She was shown heaven and hell, and was given a second chance at
life. This actually took place in 1848, but these authors updated some of the language to more
modern terms, so that today's generations could better understand it. I love that at the end of every
chapter, there are Bible references to back up the vision, Marietta says she had. This account brings
great hope to all Christians, and, possibly, could change the minds and hearts of some
unbelievers.(less)

In 1848, twenty-five year old Marietta Davis suddenly fell into a medically unexplainable trance
which lasted for nine days. When she came to, she told in detail of the vision of Heaven and Hell
she had experienced while in the trance. Enlightening and inspirational, the portrayal ties into verses
and teachings from the Bible. A large part of the book describes how children who have died are
cherished and taught the lessons of God.

More than 150 years ago in upstate New York, twenty-five-year-old Marietta Davis had stubbornly



resisted the winds of revival that were blowing through her town. That is until seven months later,
when she fell into a trance and was shown the beauties of heaven and the horrors of hell. The
experience transformed the remainder of the young woman's life and sobered all who heard her
story.

Seven months after the vision - at the time and in the manner she had predicted - Marietta died. But
before her homegoing, she wrote a vivid portrayal of her experience that remained in print one
hundred years after her death. Now her story is available for a new generation of readers. The
nineteenth-century language of the original edition has been updated for readability,but the detailed
depiction of her vision remains untouched.

Dennis Prince, after working for nine years as a lecturer in civil engineering, attended Bible college
and in 1976 assisted in planting a thriving church, the Christian Resource Centre, in Melbourne,
Australia. During this time he and his wife, Nolene, also published the Resource Song Book Series,
which is now widely used in Australia and beyond. Today he concentrates on writing and Bible
teaching.

Nolene Prince, earned a bachelor's degree in music, specializing in singing, and after teaching
school music also attended Bible college. She then directed her efforts to raising their children,
church and music ministry, and the selection, arrangement, and recording of songs for their
publications. The Princes live in Melbourne and have three married children, and three
grandchildren.

She awoke nine days later, to describe in graphic detail her remarkable visit to heaven and hell. Her
testimony was supported by Marietta&rsquo;s mother, physician, publisher and ministers of religion.
Her pastor recorded her words, which were then published. The book remains in print today and has
inspired thousands over the years. Unfortunately the original complex and verbose language makes
the story extremely difficult to understand. (Read some examples.)
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